Disrupting Dublin was the first stop on a four-day, four-city Road Show that brought some of the most innovative and disrupting international technology companies to Europe’s most prolific tech hubs. This Dublin event took place on 4th March at the Gresham Hotel, when inspiring speakers from 20 North American companies gathered to discuss topics such as Cloud strategies for businesses, mobile technology in enterprise, online collaboration, social networks and the marketing revolution, the Internet of Things and the future of Big Data. Invent DCU was delighted to be a sponsor of this unique event for entrepreneurs, investors and companies in disruptive industries and to play its role in helping attract new technology companies to Dublin. Richard Stokes participated in a panel discussion on Smart Cities and outlined how innovative technologies developed by third level knowledge providers are assisting developments in this sector.

Disrupting Dublin was part of Disrupting Europe, an unparalleled Road Show of events that takes 24-30 of the most disruptive and innovative technology companies of North America through four of the most prolific tech hubs in Europe: Dublin, London, Amsterdam and Berlin taking place on March 4-7, 2013. 
More information: www.disruptingdublin.com

Some images from the event are available below.